ABSTRACT. This paper presents a meta-analysis of variations in price and income elasticities of residential water demand. Information on the determinants of consumer demand is of pivotal importance for the efficiency and efficacy of public and private policy-making. It is also crucial for effective water demand management. We focus on the application of statistical methods to synthesize research results on price and income elasticities of residential water demand reported in the literature. These techniques are generally referred to as meta-analysis. This type of analysis constitutes an adequate tool for explaining why empirical estimates of the price and income elasticity of residential water demand vary to such considerable extents. The set of explanatory factors used in the meta-analysis includes variables derived from microeconomic choice theory and moderator variables reflecting differences in spatial and temporal dynamics, research design, and statistical quality of the estimates of previously published studies.
INTRODUCTION
Water is increasingly viewed as a scarce commodity. It is a resource that, due to its value and relevance for (human) life and the earth's ecosystem, should be positioned in the center of public and private interest. Typically there are two different types of policy responses to the water scarcity problem. One is supply-oriented and focuses on the exploitation of new resources and expansion of the network infrastructure. Supply-oriented policies have been the standard response to water scarcity for a long time, and are currently still prevailing in many areas in the world. They are basically driven by the notion that water is a necessary commodity. The other approach is demandoriented and focuses on the development of water conservation and management programs to influence water demand and water use sustainability. Demand-driven solutions are increasingly viewed as a necessary complement to, or even substitute for, supply-oriented policy measures. Water conservation and demand management programs include fostering the adoption of water-saving appliances, awareness campaigns, eco-labeling, and price and taxation measures. Each program obviously differs in terms of costs and benefits.
A proper cost-benefit assessment of sustainable water use programs is only feasible on the basis of a thorough understanding of consumer responses to price and income changes. Detailed knowledge about price and income elasticities of residential water demand, describing the behavioral responses of consumers, is available through a substantial number of empirical studies. However, the empirical estimates cover a sizeable range of values. Price elasticity estimates vary between -7.5 and +7.9, and income elasticities cover a smaller but still considerable range between -.9 and +7.8. The large absolute values of the elasticities are surprising, because there are compelling reasons for the expectation of relatively small values. For instance, in some water management jurisdictions prices may be so low that a surcharge on the price of water hardly affects the quantity demanded. Similarly, the consumers' need for a minimum subsistence level of water, or the consumers' unawareness of the cost of water, may cause price and income elasticities to be close to zero (OECD 1999) . Low elasticities obviously will seriously hamper the success of policies for demand management.
Potentially important determinants of price and income elasticities are differences in tariffs across water management jurisdictions. It is specifically relevant to consider differences in the design of tariff systems. Usually, price setting behavior of water companies is severely restricted by a highly politicized decision process. Tariffs are oftentimes required to satisfy both certain efficiency and equity requirements: the allocation among different users is required to be "fair" and, at the same time, misallocation of water among different users or different purposes should be avoided. In the context of decision-making on tariff schemes a non-negligible trade-off between efficiency and equity aspects of water allocation thus exists.
Additional complications in policy-making may result from apparent trade-offs between interfering policy programs. For instance, a demand management program evoking lower water consumption induced by increasing tariffs may de facto result in a rise in real income. In the case of a positive income elasticity of water demand this implies a concurrent increase in water demand, which may be at odds with a sustainable water use program.
These observations illustrate that the allocation of water resources and the design of demand management policies aimed at sustainable water use, are non-trivial issues. We therefore set out to detect the main factors explaining the variation in estimated price and income elasticities of residential water demand by means of statistical techniques. Meta-analysis, constituting a specific set of tools developed primarily in the experimental sciences, is best tailored to analyze the research results obtained in different studies.
In doing so we follow up on earlier work by Espey et al. (1997) , although our approach differs in three important ways. First, instead of the nonlinear specification used by Espey et al. we use a straightforward linear model specification. This is evidently much simpler but the results are strikingly different and we attain substantially more explanatory power. Second, the set of studies we consider is significantly larger and we extend the focus of the analysis to include income elasticities in addition to the price elasticities considered by Espey et al. (1997) . Finally, we explicitly investigate the relevance of explanatory variables derived from microeconomic theory on kinked demand curves.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the theoretical micro-economic background of water demand studies, and discusses a number of salient econometric issues. In Section 3 we introduce meta-analysis and explain its suitability to analyze the empirical literature.
Section 4 confers the principles behind study retrieval, and explores the variation in reported elasticity estimates according to various dimensions (such as data type and specification used, tariff system, publication outlet, and spatial and temporal variation). Section 5 presents the results of a meta-regression analysis. Section 6 contains conclusions and policy implications of the analysis.
THEORY AND ECONOMETRIC BACKGROUND
In the case of complex tariff systems, the microeconomics of water demand is more complex than in the case of constant per unit prices. Because of the current predominance of complex tariff systems in many countries (Hewitt and Hanemann 1995; OECD 1999) we outline the theoretical and econometric implications of quantity dependent price setting behavior of water suppliers.
Specifically, we are interested in the implications of microeconomic theory and the related econometrics on estimated price and income elasticities. We derive several implications to be investigated in the meta-analysis.
Implications of block rate pricing for the demand of water
Subsistence requirements and merit arguments are frequently used to argue in favor of a tariff system for public utilities, such as water, gas, electricity, and sometimes telecommunications, for which prices depend on the quantity consumed. For such complex tariff systems three main categories can be distinguished, depending on whether the price per unit is constant ('constant unit pricing'); the price is constant within discrete intervals of use, but increasing between different intervals ('increasing block rate pricing'); or a system equivalent to the former, but with decreasing prices between intervals ('decreasing block rate pricing'). These tariff systems are often applied in conjunction with a fixed fee. For reasons of tractability, but without further implications for the analysis, the fixed fee is assumed to be zero from here on.
The consequences for the analysis of an individual's demand under such complex tariff systems are far reaching, because increasing or decreasing block rate pricing result in the violation of a standard assumption of the standard theory of consumer demand. In the case of constant unit pricing, consumers maximize utility subject to a budget constraint based on an exogenously determined (average and marginal) price that is independent of the quantity (previously) consumed.
If (average and marginal) prices depend on actual use, however, the micro-economic choice problem is complicated by the presence of a kinked rather than a linear budget curve (Moffit 1986; . Figure 1 illustrates the consequences of the presence of increasing block rate tariffs. In this Figure, we assume three consumers (labeled A, B, and C) with identical income but different preferences. On the horizontal axis the water quantity demanded is represented (labeled x 1 ). The vertical axis gives the quantity demanded of a composite of other goods (labeled x 2 ). For amounts of water less than b a low price of l p 1 per unit has to be paid, while for amounts consumed in excess of b, consumers pay a high price of h p 1 per unit. Consumer C has a relatively strong preference for water, whereas consumer A has a relatively strong preference for other goods, as illustrated by the three iso-utility curves in Figure 1 . The kinked budget curve in Figure 1 depicts all possible combinations of goods that can be bought if all available income is spent on goods. Figure 1 shows that, depending on preferences, different consumers can face different average and marginal prices and thus react differently to price changes. In addition, consumers in the first block are unaffected by price changes in the second block. The price elasticity of demand can therefore well be zero for some consumers if only prices in the second block are affected by price reforms. Likewise, it is easy to show that consumers with different incomes, but similar preferences, may fall in different blocks and hence face different average and marginal prices. More specifically, in the case depicted in Figure 1 consumers with a relatively high income will face relatively high average and marginal prices, and vice versa.
There have been various attempts to model residential water demand (see, for example, Terza and Welch 1982) . The most common way is to take preferences into account in order to determine the relevant block where consumption takes place. In formal terms, the consequences of the presence of a block rate system for the price and income elasticities of demand can be seen as follows. For the sake of simplicity and without loss of generality, we assume a Stone-Geary utility function. This is similar to a Cobb-Douglas utility function, except for the allowance of subsistence requirements. Without loss of generality, we assume a subsistence requirement 1 x for good 1 only.
The price in the first and second block is labeled 
Following Taylor (1975) and Nordin (1976) , a difference variable d can be defined that amounts to the difference in total consumer's expenditure for the situation in which the maximum amount of water consumed is charged fully at the marginal rate as compared to the situation where the maximum amount of water in the first block is charged at the price applicable in the first block. In the case of decreasing (increasing) block rates, the difference variable can be defined as a lump-sum subsidy (tax). The sum of the difference variable and income gives a measure of 'virtual' income that is convenient when solving the optimization problem of a consumer consuming in the second block (Corral et al. 1998 ). In the above case, the value of the difference variable in the first block equals:
In order to derive the demand functions as well as price and income elasticities of demand, we impose a specific structure on the price scheme for the first good by assuming
The difference variable is thus equal to (1-a)bp 1 . The parameter a indicates the structure of the tariff system, with a = 1 implying a constant block rate tariff, a > 1 a decreasing block rate tariff, and a < 1 an increasing block rate tariff. For a = 0, there is a free allowance; that is, amounts consumed below b are distributed for free. The demand function can be derived in a straightforward way for the three different cases. In the case of a constant block rate tariff (a = 1) the demand for good 1 is given by:
This expression reveals that consumers consume their subsistence requirement plus a weighted share of the income that is left after the subsistence requirement has been paid for, with the weight being equal to
The demand function becomes more complex in the case of increasing block rate tariffs (a < 1). It consists of three parts:
For relatively low income levels (below y -) the first block applies, whereas for relatively high income levels (exceeding y + ) the second block is relevant. At intermediate ranges of income, the consumer demands an amount of the first good equal to the amount where the tariff changes. In this range, all additional income is spent on the second good. In other words, the relatively high price of water in the second block prevents the consumer from consuming water in this block over some range of his income.
Finally, in the presence of decreasing block rates (a > 1), we obtain: 2 It is beyond the scope of this paper to explicitly derive the critical income level y * at which the consumer jumps from the first to the second block. Instead, we focus on the intuition and implications of this result. Analytical details are available upon request.
Price and income elasticities for the demand for good 1 (water) can now straightforwardly be derived. Note that the price elasticity is defined as the effect on the demand of an equal percentage increase of the price in both the first and the second block. Consequences of changes in the tariff structure are hence not explicitly addressed, but can be straightforwardly derived. For the constant block rate case, the price and income elasticity is derived as:
Note that due to the presence of a subsistence requirement, the (absolute value of the) price elasticity is less than one. It converges to one if income approaches infinity. This reflects the fact that a
Stone-Geary utility function approximates the Cobb-Douglas case with unitary income and price elasticities if income approaches infinity (for example, De Groot 1998).
In the case of increasing block rates, the elasticities are equal to: Two results are noteworthy here. First, there is a range of income over which consumers do not respond to price and income changes. Over this range, they consume an amount of water equal to b and spend any additional income on the composite good. Second, even in the absence of subsistence requirements, the elasticities are non-constant due to the presence of block rates when income exceeds y + . In absolute terms, the elasticities do not exceed unity.
Finally, in the presence of decreasing block rates, the elasticities are equal to: Note here that since a > 1, the price and income elasticities can -in absolute terms -exceed unity
The results of this analysis for the demand and the price and income elasticity as a function of income are illustrated in Figure 2 . The key results to be inferred from this analysis, which are particularly relevant for the subsequent meta-analysis, can be summarized as follows.
1. In the presence of subsistence requirements, price and income elasticities are non-constant. Price (and income) elasticities tend to increase (in absolute terms) with income for goods with relatively high subsistence requirements.
2. In the presence of block rate pricing, price and income elasticities are non-constant and discontinuous. This is due to the fact that consumers are confronted with 'jumps' in the marginal prices they face.
3. With increasing block rate tariffs income ranges exist at which the demand of consumers for a good characterized by block rates is unaffected by price and income changes.
4. With decreasing block rate tariffs, there exists an income level at which consumers 'jump' from the first to the second block, and hence demand is discontinuous.
An important implication of these conclusions for the subsequent analysis is that the average responsiveness of consumers in an analysis of individual (or household) observations depends on the distribution of income levels relative to the location of the consumption levels at which tariffs change. Therefore, significant differences between elasticities derived under control for income differences and 'uncontrolled' elasticities are expected. Figure 2 also shows that, ceteris paribus, the absolute value of price and income elasticities should be smaller or equal (greater or equal) when comparing decreasing (increasing) tariff systems to the flat tariff rate system. Although this analytical result holds in an experimental ceteris paribus setting, it may not necessarily show up in a meta-analysis comparing elasticities among different studies, due to the occurrence of unobserved non-random differences.
Econometric aspects of water demand models
Water demand models have been estimated since the 1950s. The first study dates back to 1951 (see Baumann et al. 1998) . Most studies are concerned with the price elasticity of residential water demand. A considerably smaller set of studies deals with the income elasticity. Two econometric issues of paramount importance have attained considerable attention in this literature. One is concerned with an adequate specification of the price in water demand models. The discussion focused on the adequacy of using the average or the marginal price. The other is related to the prevalence of block rate pricing. Specifically, it addresses the implications of block rate pricing for the functional specification of the model. We briefly discuss both issues, concentrating on the consequences involved for the meta-analysis. Howe and Linaweaver (1967) set the stage for a discussion on the relevance of average and marginal prices for the demand model specification by arguing that consumers react to marginal rather than average prices. Many recent studies include either the average price (Billings 1990; Hogarty et al. 1975) , the marginal price (Danielson 1979; Lymann 1992) , or both (Opaluch 1982 (Opaluch , 1984 . Shin (1985) started using the so-called 'perceived price', which is usually a combination of marginal and average prices. Perceived prices have subsequently been used in other studies as well .
Concurrent work on electricity demand (Taylor 1975; Nordin 1976) provided compelling evidence that the specification should be extended with a difference variable accounting for the (implicit) lump sum transfers caused by the existence of block rates (see the preceding section).
These water demand studies include a difference variable in addition to the marginal price .
Most studies, however, do not explicitly model the consumers' position on the demand curve, and hence ignore the specification of the block rate relevant to the consumer. Hewitt and Hanemann (1995) suggest using the so-called 'two-error model', originally developed in the labor supply literature, to circumvent the misspecification bias due to this omission. The first error term is intended to capture factors influencing the utility function, i.e., the 'heterogeneity error', and the second error term is supposed to cover the difference between the optimal and the observed level of water demand, i.e., the 'optimization error'. As a consequence, the heterogeneity error determines the discrete choice (in this case, the conditional demand or, more precise, the block in which consumption takes place), and the optimization error accounts for the difference between the observed value and the value determined by the maximization of the utility function. The observed demand of water is thus modeled as the outcome of a discrete choice and a perception error that, dependent on the magnitude, places the consumption in a different block. A small number of studies using this approach show relatively high absolute values for the price elasticity, suggesting that reactions to price changes are elastic rather than inelastic. Hewitt and Hanemann (1995) , for instance, report price elasticity estimates of approximately -1.5 for the US, and , using the same approach, find a price elasticity of -1.2 for Indonesia. Estimated income elasticities using the discrete-continuous choice approach are generally inelastic, and hence more in line with values reported in other studies.
We can infer three observations from the above discussion of the econometric aspects of water demand models. First, the variation in estimated elasticity values may be partly caused by differences in the nature of the price used in the specification (average and/or marginal prices, or the Shin approach). Second, the inclusion of a difference variable is a potential cause for observed differences in estimated elasticity values. Finally, including the consumer's position on the demand curve, following the Hewitt and Hanemann (1995) suggestion, avoids misspecification bias and can potentially result in significantly different elasticity estimates.
META-ANALYSIS
The estimates of price and income elasticities of water demand reported in the literature reveal a rather scattered pattern over a substantial range of values (Baumann et al. 1998 ). The estimates can be retrieved from an impressive amount of studies that differ according to a plethora of dimensions.
The studies show considerable heterogeneity in terms of tariff structure, model specification (functional form, definition of explanatory variables, estimator), type of data (frequency of observation, time series, cross section or panel data), number of observations, and publication status (published or unpublished, and publication outlet). For the explanation of the structural variation in estimates of price and income elasticities of water demand from different studies, meta-analysis is an adequate tool.
Meta-analysis has been developed in the context of (social) sciences based on an experimental methodology, mainly medicine, psychology, marketing, and education. Meta-analysis is a well-defined term and refers to the statistical analysis of empirical research results of studies performed previously. It can be distinguished from primary and secondary analysis (Glass 1976), referring to an original and an extended investigation of a data set, respectively, because metaanalysis uses aggregate data derived from previous research results and consequently exploits several differing data sets. In meta-analysis effect size measures are used as the inputs of the analysis.
Typically, effect size indicators are defined as standardized mean differences, probabilities, or correlations. In economics (standardized) regression coefficients and elasticities are often used (Van den Bergh et al. 1997 ). In the context of meta-analysis, a toolbox of statistical techniques has been developed, covered in sufficient detail in, for instance, Hedges and Olkin (1985) , and Cooper and Hedges (1994) . In various subdisciplines of economics, meta-analysis has recently gained ground, for instance in industrial economics (Button and Weyman-Jones 1992), labor economics (Jarrell and Stanley 1990; Card and Krueger 1995; Ashenfelter et al. 1999) , and transport economics (Button and Kerr 1996) . Especially in environmental economics, stimulated by the work of Smith (1989; see also Smith and Kaoru 1990a,b; Smith and Osborne 1996) many meta-analyses appeared.
Despite these developments, economists still largely rely on narrative state-of-the-art reviews, eventually extended with graphs and tabulations. Although reviews are valuable in their own right, there are a number of disadvantages in solely relying on surveys of the literature. Most literature reviews are implicitly based on some sort of vote-counting technique. Vote-counting essentially boils down to counting the number of significantly positive, significantly negative, and insignificant results. The results are simply tallied, and the category with the plurality of cases is usually taken to reveal the true characteristics of the underlying population. However, Hedges and Olkin (1985) point out that this procedure contains a fatal flaw, because it tends to lead to making the wrong inference when the number of underlying studies increases. The statistical cause for this rather counterintuitive result is that the Type-II errors of each of the underlying studies do not cancel out.
In addition, the crudity of the comparative procedure used in vote-counting techniques is also unsatisfactory. Statistical significance alone is insufficient to determine whether the results of different studies agree (Hedges 1997) . The difference in magnitude of the coefficients found in the literature should obviously be taken into account as well. Moreover, the results of an empirical study may provide a reasonable estimate of the sampling uncertainty of results, but non-sampling issues such as research design, model specification and estimation techniques, are usually relatively constant within a study (Hedges 1997) . Meta-analysis, in which non-sampling characteristics can be taken into account as moderator variables, constitutes an attractive technique to synthesize research results. In our case, focusing on the analysis of empirical water demand research, this assertion is particularly relevant given the abovementioned differences in handling price information and the effects of block rate price setting as well as the huge variety in non-sampling characteristics of the studies.
DATA RETRIEVAL AND EXPLORATORY META-ANALYSIS
A crucial factor determining the validity and the extent to which results of a meta-analysis can be generalized is the thoroughness and completeness of the literature retrieval. A common misperception is that the overview should be comprehensive. Comprehensive coverage, however, is not necessary as long as the included studies are representative of the population. Common desiderata in literature retrieval are a high recall and a high precision. Recall is defined as the ratio of relevant documents retrieved to those in a collection that should be retrieved. Precision is defined as the ratio of documents retrieved and judged relevant to all those actually retrieved. Unfortunately, precision and recall tend to vary inversely (White 1994) . Most researchers favor high precision, but in the context of a meta-analysis high recall is the more relevant desideratum.
The collection procedure used in this study focuses on high recall. As a starting point we exploited readily available literature reviews (Hewitt 1993; Baumann et al. 1998; OECD 1998 OECD , 1999 and the meta-analysis of Espey et al. (1997) . Additional studies were generated by 'reference chasing', and several authors were contacted by E-mail in order to acquire further published or unpublished results, including (unpublished) research memoranda. In addition, we extensively used more modern methods of literature retrieval, such as browsing Internet databases, in particular EconLit. 3 We also tried to find unpublished studies and research memoranda, up until 1998, through a search in NetEc, RepEc, and websites of renowned universities and research institutes (for instance, CEPR, NBER, etc.).
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On the basis of this retrieval procedure 50 studies were gathered, from which we derived 268 price elasticity estimates and 149 income elasticity estimates of water demand. In addition we collected and codified auxiliary information on statistical sample characteristics and research design.
Our sample is considerably larger than the concurrent sample of 124 price elasticities forming the basis of the Espey et al. (1997) meta-analysis, and it also contains the innovative work on two-error models by Hewitt and Hanemann (1995) and . Table 1 presents an exhaustive overview of the studies contained in the meta-sample and summarizes the main dimensions of variation among the studies, including the (range of) value(s) of the elasticity estimates. We deliberately use the variations among studies to explore the extent to which they result in significantly differing elasticity estimates, and include variations in spatio-temporal focus, research design, methodology, and tariff structure in the explanatory meta-analysis.
5 Table 1A and B show the existence of a long-term research practice with respect to residential water demand. The time coverage of the studies follows a well-distributed pattern, but over space a pervasive bias towards the US can be observed. Most studies are concerned with the estimation of short run elasticities, but show considerable variation in terms of the type of price used.
Since the 1980s most studies include a difference variable, but the discrete-continuous methodology is only used in three studies. An important complication in assessing the impact of different tariff systems on estimated elasticity values is also apparent from Table 1 . For many studies information on the nature of the tariff system (i.e., flat, increasing, or decreasing) cannot be obtained. Below we explore the variation in estimated elasticity values according to most of the dimensions distinguished in Table 1 . Figure 3 shows the meta-sample distributions for price and income elasticities, ordered according to magnitude. The distribution of price elasticities has a sample mean of -.43, a median of -.35, and a standard deviation of .92. The minimum and maximum values in the sample are -7.47 and 7.90, respectively. In line with theoretical expectations most estimates are negative. However, the number of estimates deviating from -1 is considerably larger for estimates greater than -1 than for those smaller than -1, yielding the conclusion that there is substantial evidence for water demand being price inelastic. In what follows we have excluded two outliers in the price elasticity sample, the extreme values -7.47 and 7.90 mentioned above. Their inclusion would have a disproportional influence on the quantitative analysis, in particular because a dummy variable for segment elasticities (of which these observations are a sub-sample) would not adequately pick up these extreme values given their opposite sign. In addition, we excluded the positive elasticities in the price elasticity sample because of their 'perverse' nature. On the basis of a one-sided test of the elasticity being significantly smaller than zero inclusion of these estimates would have to be based on the theoretically absurd acceptance of the null hypothesis of non-negative price elasticities (see also Figure 4 ). 6 As a consequence the size of the sample for price elasticity reduces to 250 observations. From the income elasticities sample one observation, a segment elasticity of -.86, is excluded because it cannot be included as a separate category and at the same time does not really fit into the explanatory framework (comprising factors such as functional form and estimator). As a consequence the income elasticity sample reduces to 148 observations. Table 2 presents an ANOVA-type overview of the differences in means for price and income elasticities with respect to the main microeconomic and methodological characteristics. These differences refer to the tariff structure (decreasing, flat, increasing), the type of price used to estimate the elasticity (average, marginal or Shin), the use of a difference variable, and the application of the two-error model. We also distinguish between short and long run elasticities, and between point and segment elasticities. As mentioned in Section 2, a potential additional source of variation may be according to GDP per capita, which is used here as a rather crude proxy to account for income differences across studies. 7 However, the correlations with GDP per capita are small (.11 (p = .07) for price elasticities and .25 (p = .00) for income elasticities), although they are both significantly different from zero.
From Figure 4 it is evident that some segment elasticities, which are easily identified as they are evaluated on the basis of one observation, constitute outliers. Figure 4 further shows variation of estimated elasticities with sample size. As expected, the variation in the estimated values is inversely proportional to sample size. That is, for large sample sizes the range of estimated elasticities is small, whereas for small sample size the range is large. However, because the correlations between the number of observations and the elasticity estimates are only .04 and -.001 (p = .57 and .99) for price and income elasticities, respectively, there is no systematic sample-size-induced bias in elasticity values reported in the literature.
There are of course many more potential sources of structural variation.
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A potentially important dimension, given the growing awareness of water sustainability, is the occurrence of a time trend in the elasticity estimates. The correlation between elasticities and the midpoint of the sample period in the underlying studies equals -.07 (p = .26) for price and .09 (p = .27) for income elasticities, so there is no apparent time trend in the demand for water. Geographically, price elasticities are significantly lower (.40, p = .00) in Europe and significantly higher (-.26, p = .09) in other areas (Australia, Kuwait, Indonesia) compared to the US, whereas income elasticities are homogeneous over space.
Distinctions following the functional form merely show that linear specifications result in lower mean absolute values of the price elasticity (.17, p = .01) as compared to the double-log form.
With respect to the type of estimator employed, only an occasional significant difference between more elaborate estimators and simple OLS appears, in particular for Instrumental Variables in the case of income elasticities.
There is substantial variation in terms of the type of data used in the primary studies, resulting in various significantly different mean elasticity values. For instance, the use of annual data yields significantly lower absolute values of the price elasticities (.42, p = .00) as compared to daily data; there are no significant differences among income elasticities in this respect. The use of cross section data causes the absolute value of price elasticities to be significantly lower (.26, p = .02),
whereas the use of panel data leads to significantly greater (.34, p = .08) income elasticities; both as compared to time series data. Similarly, aggregate data in comparison to household data result in substantially lower absolute values of the price elasticities (.22, p = .00), and they also lower the mean of income elasticities (-.51, p = .00). Of overriding importance is, however, the seasonal feature of the data: the use of summer data as compared to year-round data leads to a significantly more elastic price elasticity (-.52, p = .00), and the effect on income elasticities is even higher (1.46, p = .00).
Regarding the publication source there appear to be some minor significant differences among different publication outlets, but no significant difference among unpublished and published studies exists. Finally, a comparison of the Espey et al. data on price elasticities and the data we added to their sample shows that the mean of the Espey et al. data is the same (the difference is .004, p = .96). This implies that at least in this respect there is no apparent difference in the representativeness of the Espey et al. price elasticity sample and our extended sample.
META-REGRESSION
Exploratory results such as the above cannot be taken at face value because they merely pertain to differences based on pairwise comparisons. In order to attain a rigorous insight into the causes for structural differences in estimated price and income variability of residential water demand, a multivariate analysis is needed, taking into account the above dimensions of structural variation. are confined to the use of our extended sample. First, we elaborate on an alternative specification of the meta-regression, and derive meta-analytical results for both price and income elasticities of residential water demand. Second, we present a more accurate way of investigating the impact of 9 The Box-Cox transformation is restricted to the dependent variable (because the explanatory variables are all dummy variables), transforming the dependent variable y to (y λ -1)/λ. Exogenously fixing the value of λ to 1 yields the linear form, 0 the semilog form, and 0 < λ < 1 a general nonlinear form which can be estimated on the basis of a grid search to find the highest value of the log-likelihood function. It should be noted though that an estimation procedure based on a grid search (as used by Espey et al.) does not necessarily provide maximum likelihood estimates (see Greene 2000) . Because the natural logarithm is only defined for nonnegative values, Espey et al. multiply the price elasticities with -1 for all specifications. The signs of the coefficients are thus reversed. We follow this approach in Table 3 . Subsequently, price elasticities are negatively defined.
10 Espey et al. (1997, p. 1371) refer to this as the difference price (or D price, for short), indicating the difference between what the consumer would pay for water if all water were purchased at the marginal rate and what is actually paid . This is obviously notably different from the concepts of average, marginal and Shin prices, the latter referring to Shin's (1985) price perception model aimed at investigating whether the consumer reacts to average or marginal prices by means of inclusion of a combination of the two prices. Because the difference price is strictly speaking not a price variable, but rather a correction factor accounting for lump sum transfers in case of block rate tariffs, we prefer the labeling 'difference variable' over 'difference price'.
11 Espey et al. (1997 Espey et al. ( , p. 1372 rightfully point out that the binary feature of the explanatory variables precludes interpreting the estimated coefficients as marginal values of the regressors.
differing tariff systems. Finally, we succinctly investigate the implications of different microeconomic behavioral models on observed price and income elasticities of residential water demand. The estimations are based on a full maximum likelihood procedure for all parameters including the transformation parameter λ. The Likelihood Ratio test reported in Table 3 concerns the test of the Box-Cox model as unrestricted model against the linear model containing the (implicit) restriction of λ being equal to one.
Robustness of results for price elasticities across different meta-samples
The third and fourth column (labeled "Adjusted") show the results for the Espey sample with some additional adjustments to the coding of the data in order to make the data fully comparable to the data set for the extended sample. We substantially increased the number of observations for which the type of tariff system is known (from 11 in the original Espey et al. sample to 53 in the adjusted sample), using information regarding the estimated parameter value of the difference variable. 13 These changes affect the results substantially. In particular, the explanatory power of the specification is substantially less than in the original version: the adjusted R 2 drops from .81 to .46.
The significance of almost half the variables changes drastically (from significant to insignificant, or vice versa). Regarding the microeconomic variables, decreasing block rates is now significantly 12 In Table 2 of the Espey et al. study (1997, p. 1372) it is indicated that 28 observations refer to household data and 96 to aggregate data. This is, however not in accordance to their database, which gives 81 and 43 observations for household and aggregate data, respectively. As the latter is equivalent to our own coding we have used an accordingly coded dummy variable in replicating the Espey et al. analysis. In addition, there seems to be a slight mistake in Table 2 with respect to the figures 17 and 22 for 'long run demand' and 'lagged dependent variable', which should be reversed. This is, however, likely to be merely a typographical error.
13 A negative (positive) sign implies increasing (decreasing) block rates. We also implemented two minor changes: Denton, TX is coded as East rather than West (see Espey et al. 1997 Espey et al. , p. 1371 for the criterion), and we split the observations of Lyman (1992) more precisely according to season considered (summer, winter, or yearround).
different from zero in the Box-Cox specification, but the difference variable loses its significance in both specifications.
The comparison of the last two columns of Table 3 with the middle two columns gives an indication of the robustness of the results across different meta-samples. The extended meta-sample is twice as large as the Espey et al. sample. In terms of signs some noteworthy changes can be observed. For instance, the effect of the data type (daily data, and household level data) is reversed in the extended sample. Furthermore, with respect to the important microeconomic variables, specifically decreasing block rates, average price, and Shin price we observe a reverse effect in terms of significance. The adjusted R 2 drops even further to .23. These changes reinforce the conclusion that the literature retrieval process is of paramount importance, and also show that the estimation results are not overly robust. This is even more relevant as the fixed effects approach that characterizes many meta-regressions, is particularly sensitive to the number of degrees of freedom available -in terms of statistical significance as well as with regard to increasing the variation available and limiting the degree of multicollinearity.
It should, however, also be noticed that there are some "peculiarities" in these specifications.
For instance, the omitted category for tariff systems includes both the cases for which no information can be retrieved from the underlying studies as well as those that have a flat rate system; following Section II it is expected that differences among studies are related to diverging income levels for the respective areas being studied; and no formal distinction is being made for the relatively new studies using the two-error model approach. 14 We will try to remedy by means of alternative specifications.
Alternative meta-specifications for price and income elasticities
In this section we introduce various adaptations to the econometric specification, and we also extend the analysis to income elasticities of residential water demand. The specification of the design matrix we use in the meta-regressions includes variables from five different categories.
1. Following the discussion in Section II it can be assumed that considerations from microeconomic theory and econometric methodology may be relevant. We therefore include variables relating to the type of tariff system (increasing and decreasing block rates, and a flat rate system vs. those for which no information is available), the price variable (fixed, average, marginal, or Shin), whether or not the elasticity is conditioned on income, and the modeling approach (inclusion of a difference variable, and application of the discrete-continuous choice approach). In addition GDP per capita is used to account for income differences across studies (see footnote 6). Finally, short vs. long term, and point vs. segment elasticities are distinguished.
14 The latter are not included in the Espey et al. (1997) Consequently a Box-Cox transformation is likely to provide a good fit, but no substantive explanatory power can be attached to it. It merely replicates a statistical principle, and all estimates,
regardless of how precise they are, are given the same weight. The real problem is that metaregressions are inherently heteroscedastic, as can also be seen from the Breusch-Pagan tests in Tables   4-6 . We therefore use a linear specification, and correct for heteroscedasticity by using Whiteadjusted standard errors.
The estimation results for both price and income elasticities, with the variables grouped according to the above categories, are presented in Table 4 . Since we do not use a Box-Cox transformation the price elasticities have been defined on the usual interval [-,0] . 15 Table 4 contains the results for the 'Full Model', as well as for a 'Restricted Model' in which conditioning variables from the categories above (i.e., categories 2-5) that are not significantly different from zero have been excluded using Theil's (1971) backward stepwise elimination strategy.
It is remarkable that elasticities under block rate pricing are not significantly different from those under a flat rate system. From the other microeconomic variables it is only the positive effect 15 Note that, as a consequence, the signs in this and the following Tables are reversed compared to Table 3. of the use of average prices on the absolute value of price elasticities, and the lowering impact of income conditioning on income elasticities and of inclusion of the difference variable on price elasticities, both in the restricted models, that are significantly different from zero. Most pronounced is, however, the effect of the two-error model. The effect of long vs short run values conforms to expectations, although the difference is only significant for price-elasticities. The income elasticity sample does not contain segment elasticities. For the price elasticity sample they are significantly higher. Interesting is the effect of GDP per capita across studies: it is significantly negative for price elasticities, indicating that price elasticities are generally smaller (i.e., more elastic) for higher income countries. 
The impact of differing tariff systems
To more accurately assess the impact of differing tariff systems we re-estimated the specification developed in the preceding section on a subset of the sample for which information on the tariff structure is available. The results are reported in Table 5 . For price elasticities we again used the backward stepwise elimination strategy. For income elasticities this is not feasible because of the limited number of observations for which we have conclusive information about the rate structure.
With the number of observations being as low as 67, serious multicollinearity problems inflate coefficient and standard error estimates. For income elasticities we therefore report a "base case" model, in which only the microeconomic variables are included.
The results show that the effects of the microeconomic variables are now much more pronounced. In particular increasing block rate pricing makes the demand for water more elastic, and the income elasticity tends to be lower. Decreasing block rate systems do not have a significant effect. The nexus of average and Shin prices increases the absolute value of the elasticities as compared to marginal prices. Inclusion of a difference variable and the specification of the demand for water as a discrete-continuous choice problem both have an effect, but only for income and price elasticities, respectively. The significant difference between short and long run elasticities disappeared, but GDP per capita is now significantly different from zero for both price and income elasticities. Higher income areas tend to have higher price and income elasticities (in absolute terms). This result is generally consistent with theoretical predictions, as discussed in Section 2.
Except for an occasional case, the sign and significance of the control variables is similar to those reported for the full sample. The spatial variables are an exception though, because the results for these variables are not very robust across different samples. The sign for the arid West of the US is now positive (demand is less elastic), but the greater price elasticities for Europe as compared to the US contradict both the results for the larger sample (see Table 4 ) and the ANOVA results (see Section 4).
The impact of differing microeconomic behavioral approaches
There is an important coincidence in which some of the microeconomic variables appear. They always occur in specific combinations, which may be viewed as different microeconomic behavioral approaches to modeling residential water demand. The following approaches can be distinguished:
1. The naïve approach that uses average or fixed prices without any conditioning on income, and models demand as a continuous choice;
2. The conditional income approach that conditions for income differentials, uses either average or fixed prices, or marginal or Shin prices, and models demand as a continuous choice;
3. The corrected conditional income approach that conditions for income differentials, uses marginal or Shin prices, includes a difference variable, and models demand as a continuous choice; and 4. The discrete-continuous choice approach that conditions for income differentials, uses marginal prices, includes a difference variable, and models demand as a discrete-continuous choice.
As the specification of the above approaches is merely a regrouping of dummy variables used earlier, the estimation results are very similar for all variables except for the behavioral model variables.
Only the latter are therefore reported in Table 6 , with the naïve approach as the omitted category.
The results for block-rate pricing, GDP per capita, and long vs. short run and segment vs.
point elasticities conform to those reported in Table 5 . Table 6 shows that the more sophisticated behavioral approaches, such as the conditional approaches and the discrete-continuous approach, increase the absolute value of both price and income elasticities. Subsequent F-tests on the restriction that the estimated coefficients of the four (sophisticated) approaches are the same, is rejected for price elasticities (p < .01) but not rejected for income elasticities (p = .69). In addition, in the case of price elasticities F-tests on the behavioral approaches having the same effect are accepted for all pairwise comparisons, except for those with the discrete-continuous approach (all plevels < .05). In sum, the discrete-continuous approach constitutes a noticeably different behavioral modeling approach resulting in substantially greater price elasticities, but income elasticities based on this approach cannot be discerned from those based on other modeling approaches.
CONCLUSIONS
In reviewing the literature on water demand modeling Hewitt and Hanemann (1995) describe a "history" of the modeling of residential water demand. They observe that studies focus on determining the price elasticity of the demand for water instead of welfare implications, and the functional specification is not discussed in the literature. Moreover, most studies use straightforward regression methods, applying them to either aggregate or disaggregate data, paying considerable attention to different price specifications. What is usually left unmodeled is the choice of the block in which consumers locate consumption. Block-rate pricing results, however, in the budget constraint to be piecewise linear. Discrete-continuous models produce price elasticity estimates that are much more elastic as compared to those that are based on more straightforward specifications.
The meta-analysis performed in this paper enables us to shed considerably more light on the abovementioned differences. The multivariate regression framework allows us to assess the statistical significance of these characteristic differences, at the same time controlling for potential intervening factors. In addition, the analysis goes substantially beyond the Espey et al. (1997) analysis. First, the analysis is concerned with a much large sample of studies, and extends to income elasticities. Second, the newest and most sophisticated approach to modeling water demand (the discrete-continuous approach) is included by means of three studies. Finally, we account for differences in income levels across studies by means of including information on GDP per capita.
We have taken special care in investigating the impact of microeconomic characteristics of the underlying studies. In sum, the main conclusions are as follows:
• It is of paramount importance to have accurate information about the existence of block rate pricing. Increasing block rate pricing makes residential water demand more elastic, whereas it lowers income elasticities. Decreasing block rate pricing on the contrary does not affect the magnitude of the price and income elasticity.
• The use of prices different from marginal prices (i.e., flat, average, or Shin prices), controlling for income differentials, the inclusion of a difference variable, and the use of the discretecontinuous model enhances the absolute value of price and income elasticities. There is, however an important proviso: the effect of conditioning on income and the use of the discretecontinuous model does not have a significant impact on income elasticities. Phrased in terms of the four behavioral models that we distinguished above: the discrete-continuous model significantly increases the elasticity of demand, whereas for income elasticities no significant differences between the four approaches can be discerned.
• Segment price elasticities are substantially greater, and there is also some (although not very robust) evidence that long run elasticities are larger in magnitude.
• It is crucial to account for income differences among studies. We included GDP per capita to do so, and find that the absolute magnitude of price and income elasticities is significantly greater for areas/countries with higher incomes.
Although the attention for sustainability issues would lead one to expect that elasticities have increased over time, this is not the case: there is no significant time trend in the elasticity values. In line with Hewitt and Hanemann (1995) and Espey et al. (1997) we conclude that functional specification, aggregation level, data characteristics, and estimation issues are responsible for significant differences among elasticity values. At the same time, however, it becomes clear that the direction and significance of these effects are not yet very robust. On the one hand this is due to a still rather limited number of observations, in particular for income elasticities, but on the other, it is inherent to an analysis that is largely based on fixed effects.
There are two particularly promising avenues for future research that would substantially enhance our knowledge of residential water demand. One is further research into the theoretical and empirical implications of discrete-continuous choice modeling, because the behavioral assumptions on which we ground our research are of paramount importance for the magnitude of estimated elasticity values, in particular price elasticities. The other area of investigation pertains to what is called "benefit transfer" (Brouwer 2000, gives an interesting overview). It refers to the application of values for sites/locations that have been studied, to unstudied sites/locations. Many observations in our database are concerned with the US, and it would hence be interesting to see how well these values can be explained by locational characteristics, such as GDP per capita, population density, and climatological conditions. Although persistent problems would still need solving, such an investigation could lead to an insightful map of elasticities of residential water demand in the US.
Above and beyond this, additional primary research remains highly valuable in view of increasing the robustness of our knowledge about residential water demand. a The specifications for price elasticities also contain several control variables. Because the coefficients are virtually identical to those presented in Table 5 , they are not reported here.
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FIGURE 1 BUDGET RESTRICTION WITH AN INCREASING BLOCK RATE TARIFF AND ISO-UTILITY CURVES FOR THREE
